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1. INTRODUCTION

Recent research has shown that some people seem to have a preference for honesty based on an internalized moral norm. Contrary to the notion that individuals rationally violate moral norms provided this brings marginal net benefits, people may refrain from lying in such a situation. However, pursuing a moral conduct may sometimes conflict with the desire to improve others' welfare. When the pursuit of other-regarding preferences implies lying, individuals face a moral dilemma. Conditioning lying behavior on preferences over distribution is therefore fundamental. Analyzing such a dilemma is extremely relevant in childhood, a crucial phase in the process of development of both other-regarding preferences and moral reasoning. Indeed, psychologists have shown that persistent lying at a young age may be associated to a number of disruptive behaviors (Gervais et al. 2000; for a review, see Stouthamer-Loeber 1986).

In this paper we analyze whether children’s deceitful behavior depends on their other-regarding preferences in presence of economic incentives. Collecting data both on deceptive behavior and on social preferences in a natural environment is, however, extremely difficult. Using survey data with children on this topic is unlikely to provide reliable information. For that reason, we conducted a controlled experiment in classrooms in Italy. Our experiment involved 637 children in three age groups, from middle childhood (7-8 and 9-10 years old) to early adolescence (11 and 14 years old). We gave children the opportunity to lie in order to achieve their preferred outcome, making them conscious that their choice would influence both their own payoff and their partner’s welfare. We study whether having a preference for an other-regarding or for a self-regarding allocation of resources affects children’s willingness to lie to achieve it, according to their age and gender.
Precisely, our experiment consists of a modified version of the dictator game that was played in two stages. The first stage allows us to measure the social preferences of children, while the second stage aims at characterizing the lying propensity. In the first stage each child had to choose between two options for the allocation of resources between himself and an anonymous partner. In the second stage a random device selected one of the two same options. Each child was then asked to report the option that had been randomly drawn. If this option did not correspond to his preferred one, the child had the possibility to lie by reporting his preferred option instead of the observed one. Both decisions were made in private in a separate room. This design allows us to examine whether children’s individual lying behavior is conditional on their preferences over allocations. We implemented three different treatments with different allocation options to study various social preferences (namely, altruism, inequity aversion, and efficiency concerns). Importantly, equal payment does not always represent the fair choice so as to avoid obvious focal points across treatments.

Our main contribution is the study of the co-evolution of social preferences and lying behavior, using a combination of simple social preferences and dishonesty measures. The design of the experiment and the use of a computerized recording method allow us to identify honesty at the individual level. It also permits to analyze how often children activate the random device to increase their chance to observe their favorite outcome. This may capture the search for self-justification in the reporting decision, as psychologists have shown the importance of maintaining a positive self-image while lying (Mazar et al. 2008, Shalvi et al. 2011, Pittarello et al. 2015).

We hypothesized two main plausible developmental pathways. On the one hand, since unconditional lying aversion has been observed in adults, we expected the internalization of
the value of honesty to develop in childhood. On the other hand, since adults are sensitive to the consequences of their lies on others we expected that older children, who are more likely to care about other’s welfare as they age, become also more likely to lie to benefit others.

Our results show that a large fraction of children is reluctant to tell lies. They also show that lying behavior does not increase linearly across age groups, as we observe that 9-10 years old children are more likely to lie than the oldest ones. Indeed, while other-regarding preferences develop with age, lying behavior does not develop along the same path.

Our analysis at the individual level reveals that ethical preferences are correlated with social preferences. The frequency of lie telling is much higher for children having a preference for an allocation of resources that reveals selfishness or envy, independently on age, than for socially oriented children. For example, when the choice in the first stage of the experiment was between a selfish and an equal allocation of resources, children who exhibited inequity aversion were less likely to lie in the second stage to implement an equal sharing compared to children who made an initial selfish choice. For their part, altruistic children never lied. Finally, when the choice was between an efficient and an equal allocation of resources, children who exhibited efficiency concerns were less prone to lie to increase the recipients’ payoff than envious children who lied to decrease the other’s payoff without increasing their own payoff. Since we find more social preferences in older children, this explains that, on average, the frequency of lies is lower among older children. Moreover, male children tell more lies that hurt others compared to female children, but the gender gap tends to disappear when aging.
Interestingly, we find that older children, compared to younger ones, are more likely to lie if they can manipulate the truth at their advantage without altering their self-image, by activating the random device several times until they can observe their preferred outcome. This suggests that older children need more self-justification to deceive.

The remainder of our study proceeds as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the recent literature. Section 3 describes our experimental design. Section 4 develops the experimental results and Section 5 discusses these results and concludes.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Extensive research has established that individuals make conscious decisions implying giving up personal gains to help others, thus revealing other-regarding preferences towards strangers (Heinrich et al. 2001, Fehr and Fischbacher 2003, Dawes et al. 2007, Tricomi et al. 2010). In contrast with the standard economics-of-crime approach, it has been shown that adults may refrain from acting dishonestly even when this would increase their monetary payoffs (Gneezy 2005; Charness and Dufwenberg 2006, Lundquist et al. 2009, Lopez-Perez and Spiegelman 2013; Pruckner and Sausgruber 2013, Gibson et al. 2013; see Irlenbusch and Villeval 2015 for a survey of recent evidence). There is a large heterogeneity in the attitudes towards lying, with a continuum of preferences for truthfulness (Gibson et al. 2013). In particular, (dis)honesty may be conditional on social preferences. Indeed, it has been shown that the decision to lie is sensitive to the consequences of the lie on others’ well-being (Gneezy 2005, Hurkens and Kartik 2009): while people are less prone to act dishonestly when a lie hurts others, a substantial fraction of individuals is willing to tell “white lies”, i.e. lies that help another person possibly at a personal cost (Erat and Gneezy 2012). Evidence of unconditional honesty has also been
found by Abeler et al. (2014) and Erat and Gneezy (2012). Erat and Gneezy (2012), in their sender-receiver experiment, found that a fraction of senders were reluctant to send an untruthful message to their partners, even if both subjects would have benefited from it. Note that Vanberg (2015) questions the reliability of Erat and Gneezy’s (2012) experimental design in drawing such a conclusion. Based on a slightly different protocol in which it is made clear that both players’ interests are aligned and where lying would lead to a Pareto improvement, he rejects pure lying aversion and suggests instead that subjects' moral attitudes are rarely independent of consequences. We find evidence of lying aversion in our experiment, as children holding other-regarding preferences are reluctant to tell white lies. However in contrast to Erat and Gneezy (2012) and Vanberg (2015) papers, in our experiment white lies are never associated with both subjects equally benefiting from them.

Dimensions others than social preferences may also condition dishonesty. Mazar et al. (2008) and Fischbacher and Föllmi-Heusi (2013) show that people do not fully exploit their lying opportunities because they care about maintaining a positive self-concept of their morality. To preserve a positive self-image, adults need (self) justification to lie (Shalvi et al. 2011, Pittarello et al. 2015). Finally, attitudes towards lying seem to be also conditional on individual characteristics. Dreber and Johannesson (2008) find that females tell less “black lies”, i.e. lies that harm others, than males, a difference that, however, disappears with larger stakes (Childs, 2012).

We contribute to this literature by providing the first study on whether children’s lying behavior is affected by the evolution of social preferences and individual characteristics as age and gender.
The analysis of children’s behavior helps understanding how individuals form their social preferences and internalize moral norms. It has been found that individuals become less selfish as they age (Harbaugh et al. 2003), although this evidence may depend on children’s socio-economic status (Benenson et al. 2007). Egalitarianism develops with age (Fehr et al. 2008), with 7-8 years old children showing inequality aversion, whereas children at age 3-4 are more likely to take self-interested decisions. However, when aged 8 to 17 years, egalitarianism becomes less frequent and altruism much more prominent (Fehr et al. 2013). Efficiency concerns also develop with age since social welfare preferences are more likely to motivate the choices of older subjects (Martinsson et al. 2011). Moreover, women are more frequently classified as egalitarian than men: between the age of 10 to 15 years old, girls prefer to reduce payoff difference for envy motives whereas boys are more driven by social welfare improvement.

The major innovative feature of our study lies in the possibility to investigate both the development of children other-regarding preferences with respect to age and gender and its interaction with dishonest behavior.

The development of cheating behavior, a major milestone in the analysis of children’s moral reasoning, has been a focus of investigation in psychology (see Shepherd et al. 1971, Stouthamer-Loeber 1986, Bussey 1999, Talwar and Crossman 2011). Children’s understanding of the opportunity to not tell the truth in order to pursue personal interest or to avoid punishment emerges as early as three years of age (Lewis et al. 1989, Chandler et

---


2 Piaget (1965) is among the first psychologists suggesting a theory of moral development.
Deceitful behavior evolves during school years as children develop executive control functions and theory of mind (Talwar et al. 2007, Talwar and Lee 2008), and the ability to infer correctly which social and moral norms may be violated when lying (Broomfield et al. 2002, Xu et al. 2010, Bussey 1992). These studies suggest a decreasing trend of cheating behaviors from late childhood, 8-10 years old, to early adolescence, 11-14 years old. However, most studies disregard how the decision is affected by its economic consequences on others’ welfare, which is central in our study.

Only two studies in economics have investigated children lying behavior. When individual behavior is not observable and the lie does not affect others’ payoff but just increases the liar’s outcome, Bucciol and Piovesan (2011) find that most children cheat uniformly between the age of 5 and 15. In a recent study on children aged 10/11 and 15/16 years, Glätzle-Rützler and Lergetporer (2014) show that the propensity to lie decreases with age; this effect is driven by the fact that younger children tell more weak Pareto white lies than teenagers, i.e. lies that increase one’s payoff with no impact on others. A major difference with respect to this study is that we elicit separately social preferences and lying behavior of each individual by means of a simple game. This allows us to measure the extent to which our results reflect an aversion to lying as opposed to preferences over allocation of payoffs. Besides using different age categories, we also use a between-subject design to avoid carryover effects (i.e. moral cleansing).
3. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

To study how children’s other-regarding preferences correlate with ethical preferences over time, we designed a two-stage computerized experiment based on a simplified Dictator game, using z-Tree (Fischbacher 2007).

3.1. Participants and procedures

We ran the experiment in 34 classes of three schools in Vicenza and Treviso (Italy), with an average of 19 students per class (S.D.=3.45). In total 637 children aged between 7 and 14 years took part in this experiment (326 females and 311 males). We chose a range of ages that has been shown to be important with respect to both the development of social preferences (Fehr et al. 2013) and the development of moral values (indeed, in psychology, Talwar and Crossman (2011) have suggested that lying behavior may peak in the elementary school while decreasing thereafter).

The same session logistics was used in all schools. After having planned the experimental sessions with headmasters and teachers we asked the latter to give children’s parents the informative material, the consent form and a questionnaire asking demographic information about children. Teachers and headmasters were aware that they were not allowed to reveal the purpose of the experiment to children and parents, or to provide details about the content of the protocol. For security reasons, the teachers were present in the classroom during the experiment (but the children were alone in the decision room); they agreed not to communicate with the children about the experiment during the session.

---

3 We think that asking children to use a computer was not an issue. Indeed, according to recent research, an Italian child from age 2 to 11 spends on average 22 hours per month on the computer and children from Kindergarten 2 and Grade 1 (mean age: 6 and 7) are generally able to use a mouse to operate educational softwares (Donker and Reitsma, 2007). Moreover, the experimenter stood nearby the decision room in case the child needed help. No child has encountered any problem with the computer.
We acknowledge that the experimental environment may play a role since school also participates in teaching moral norms, as we discuss in the conclusion section. However, the school mimics an environment natural for the children and is almost similar to all subjects. Many previous experiments with children were run in schools (Fehr et al. 2008, Benenson et al. 2007, Martisson et al. 2011, Fehr et al. 2013, Sutter et al. 2013, Bauer et al. 2014), in presence of the teacher, of the experimenter, or both (Harbaugh et al. 2003, Fehr et al. 2008, 2013). As in Sutter et al. 2013, our experiment was conducted during regular school hours. The main advantage of running the experiment in schools during the class is the limitation of a potential selection bias since school attendance is mandatory.4

Parents had the opportunity to contact us for getting clarifications. Only children whose parents had signed the consent form could participate in the experiment. We used a room that was separated from the classroom to allow each child to make his decisions alone, in private, while the experimenter was waiting outside (see on-line Appendix 2). At the beginning of the sessions, each child was randomly paired with an anonymous classmate. None of the children was informed about the identity of his partner and this was made common knowledge.5 Instructions were explained to all children in the class but questions were asked and answered privately. Instructions for the two stages of the

---

4 Note that very few children in these towns go to private schools or are home schooled. Thus, we avoid problems of large self-selection and drop-outs in the sample that could arise if running the experiment after class, in holiday centers, or within the family. For ethical reasons, we had to ask both for parents’ consent and children’s willingness to participate in the experiment. We contacted 742 parents, and 686 gave their consent (92 percent). The size of the final dataset is reduced to 637 because 2 children voluntary decided not to participate and 42 children were missing the day of the experiment. This acceptance rate is the same as in Fehr et al. (2008). Thus, the self-selection bias should be very limited.

5 The full set of instructions is available in the on-line Appendix 1. Anonymity of choices was ensured both between participants and with respect to teachers, headmasters and children’s family. In addition to the fact that decisions were made in isolation, children were made aware that there was no possibility to learn about others’ choices. During the experiment we always refer to children by using the number that was randomly assigned to each of them at the beginning of the session. Implementing a double blind procedure was impossible since we wanted to collect also demographic characteristics. We had no question from any child on whether his decisions could be observed or not.
experiment were read in a row: in such a way, children had to go to the other room only once to play the game, reducing the possibility of communicating their choices to their peers. This procedure saved time (the average duration of the game was about 50 minutes). It also required that children’s attention remains focused for the entire duration of the instructions. To facilitate understanding, we kept the instructions as simple as possible and a summary of the instructions was briefly reminded and explained to each child individually before he entered the decision room. We asked each child whether everything was clear and we answered questions but we did not use control questions. 6

Each child was randomly paid only according to the choice he has made in the first or in the second stage. Children were told which stage was paid only at the end of the experiment. Moreover, they were explained that only the choice made by one of the two members in the pair in the selected stage would be randomly selected for payment. 7 In the payment phase, the earned tokens were exchanged with prizes (pencils, stickers, and small bracelets): the higher the number of tokens earned by the child, the more prizes he would receive. 8 These prizes were shown to the children from the beginning of the session. Each

6 We mentioned several times in the instructions that children were allowed to ask questions both when we read the instructions in public and when we summarized them in front of each of them, individually. We cannot totally exclude confusion but there is no reason to think that it would lead to specific preferences or to certain type of lying behavior, as errors should go in both directions. The great majority of the children did not experience any problem in managing the whole process: Only four children, once entered the room, went back again before starting the task and asked clarification questions. Moreover, we ran the experiment in March and April, so that 7 years old children have already experienced almost 7 months of school and have already developed the basic abilities in mathematics, logic and Italian to be able to successfully understand and complete the whole task.

7 In the case there was an odd number of children in the class, one child was randomly selected to play the game without a partner (this was not made common information and none of the children asked about it): one of his two decisions was randomly selected for determining the child’s payment.

8 A picture of the prizes can be found in the on-line Appendix 3. We were not allowed to use monetary prizes but the children were really enthusiastic at the prospect of earning these prizes. With 3 points children could choose between having 1 colored pen, 1 colored double pencil, 5 shokky-bandz or 1 packet of stickers; 5 points could be exchanged for 2 colored pens or 2 double colored pencils or 10 shokky bandz or 2 packets of stickers; 7 points gave the opportunity to choose between 3 colored pens, 3 double colored pencils, 1 packet of shokky bandz (in each packet there are 14 shokky bandz) or 3 packets of stickers. It was also possible to
type of prize was available in large quantity so that children could not be afraid of a shortage of their preferred items. Moreover, since Blake and Rand (2010) found that 3- to 6-year old children playing a Dictator game are more likely to donate their least favorite stickers than their favorite ones, we avoid any effect played by the value of the currency used by assuring a variety of prizes.

3.2. Timing of decisions

The experiment consists of two stages and this was made common information. In the first stage, each child was asked to decide how to allocate a certain amount of tokens between himself and an anonymous classmate. Two options were available: one option gave both children the same number of tokens; the alternative, depending on the treatment, assigned the child more or less tokens than his partner. The child’s choice indicated his social orientation, as detailed below.

In the second stage, in order to elicit attitudes towards lying, we asked each child to press a button on the computer located in the separate room to make a shape - a sun or a star – appear on the screen (see Figure 1). The child was informed that each shape would appear with one chance out of two. Each shape was associated with one of the two allocation options used in the first stage. It was made clear that the shape appearing was random and independent of their decision in the first stage. The child was instructed to report the shape observed on the screen on a reporting sheet (see Figure 1). Since the corresponding allocation option reported by the child was implemented if the second stage
was selected for payment, each child had thus the opportunity to misreport the observed shape to get his preferred allocation option. This was, of course, not made explicit.

[Insert Figure 1 about here]

Similarly, we did not mention in the instructions that it was possible to click several times to make the shape corresponding to the favorite allocation option appear. We let the children explore and use or not this opportunity. The computer program recorded for each child the shape that actually appeared on the screen and the number of times the child pressed the button making a shape appear on the screen. The option to click several times aims at investigating whether children develop strategies to maintain a positive self-image about being honest while acting dishonestly. In a previous experiment, Lundquist et al. (2009) showed that the distance between a lie and the truth increases the difficulty to tell a lie. This has also been observed by Pittarello et al. (2015). Our design allows us to test for this possibility: do children lie more when they can make their favorite shape appear after refreshing their screen once or more?

3.3. Treatments

We vary the treatments to investigate how various social preferences affect lying behavior. When organizing the experiment, we randomly pre-assigned each class to one of three treatments (Selfishness, Efficiency, or Altruism treatment). One allocation option is common to all three treatments: this option enables an egalitarian distribution of 5 tokens to both the decision-maker and his partner. The equal share was chosen as the benchmark since egalitarianism has been shown to be a major driver of human actions (Dawes et al. 2010). Alternatively, we could have made the multi-clicking option common knowledge among children while asking them to report the first shape that appeared on their screen (similarly to Fischbacher and Föllmi-Heusi 2013 in their die experiment, for example). We proceeded differently to avoid possible confusion in children. We actually provide evidence that all children were equally able to use multi-clicking, meaning that its accessibility was not limited by age.
The alternative option creates advantageous or disadvantageous inequality, depending on the treatment.

In the Selfishness treatment, by choosing the (7,3) alternative option, the child increases his own payoff by decreasing that of his partner, revealing selfishness. Choosing (5,5) instead of (7,3) reveals inequality aversion. In the Altruism treatment, instead of choosing (5,5) the child can increase his partner’s payoff by choosing the alternative (3,7) option. Since this choice reduces the child’s own payoff, it provides evidence of altruism. Finally, in the Efficiency treatment, the child can increase his partner’s payoff at no cost to himself by choosing (5,7) instead of the (5,5) option. Efficiency concerns are identified when the percentage of children choosing the (5,7) option is significantly above 50 percent. On the contrary, if more than 50 percent choose the (5,5) option, this may be driven by envy or inequality aversion.

The advantage of our design is that it allows us to measure both deception at the individual level (i.e. reporting a different shape with respect to the first appeared) and its relationship with social preferences, according to the children’s age and gender.11

4. RESULTS

We first examine the children’s social preferences by age and by gender, before relating them to children’s deceptive behavior.

11 We did not elicit each child’s perception of black and white lies. However, in a psychological study on categorization and evaluation of various types of lies Bussey (1999) found that 8- and 11-year-old children classified nearly all false statements as lies and true statements as truths, regardless of context. When they had to evaluate lies, children from all age groups evaluated more negatively antisocial lies than white lies. This suggests that there is a consensus among children of these different age groups about how to identify and categorize lies.
4.1. Children’s social preferences

Figure 2 shows the percentage of children choosing the equal sharing (5,5) in the first stage of the experiment, by age and by treatment. We find that as children age, selfishness becomes less prominent and efficiency concerns develop.

In the Selfishness treatment, 48 percent of the 7-8 year olds, 50 percent of the 9-10 year olds and 63.22 percent of the 11 and 14 year olds choose the egalitarian instead of the selfish option. χ²-tests indicate that children in the oldest age category are significantly more likely to choose the (5,5) instead of the (7,3) option in comparison with both the 7-8 and the 9-10 years old children (p=0.079, N=173, and p=0.052 and N=162, respectively). The time path of egalitarian choices is reversed when we consider the Efficiency treatment. A χ²-test confirms at a 5 percent significance level that the 11 and 14 year olds are more likely to prefer the (5,7) option than the egalitarian one compared to the 7-8 year olds (p=0.035), with no difference with the 9-10 year olds (p=0.464). Indeed, while only 20.27 percent of younger children choose the efficient option, this percentage increases to 30.28 percent for the 9-10 year olds and to 35.11 percent for the 11 and 14 year olds. We interpret this result as an evidence of children becoming more concerned with efficiency as becoming older, since a binomial test strongly rejects the hypothesis that the rate of egalitarian choices corresponds to a random choice in all age groups (p<0.01). In contrast, in the Altruism treatment 96.40 percent of the children prefer equal sharing to the disadvantageous inequality alternative, with no age differences.

[Insert Figure 2 about here]

Next, we consider the impact of gender on the development of social preferences. In the Selfishness treatment, 64.06 percent of females but only 43.33 percent of males choose
to share tokens equally ($p=0.001$, $\chi^2$-test, N=248). Similarly, in the Efficiency treatment, 77.04 percent of females but only 64.79 percent of males choose (5,5) ($p=0.025$, $\chi^2$-test, N=277). In the Altruism treatment, 100 percent of females and 91.84 percent of males prefer the egalitarian to the altruistic option ($p=0.035$, Fisher’s exact tests two-tailed, N=111). This shows that females are more averse than males to both advantageous and disadvantageous inequality.

However, some of these gender differences reduce as children age. In the Selfishness treatment, 7-8 year old females more frequently choose the egalitarian option than males (59.46 percent of females and 36.84 percent of males). This gender gap increases at age 9-10 ($p=0.005$, $\chi^2$-test, N=86) but diminishes strongly at ages 11 and 14 (see Figure 3A). Indeed, the percentage of egalitarian choices increases from 33.33 percent at age 9-10 to 58.14 percent at ages 11 and 14 for boys, while for girls it remains almost stable at, respectively, 63.83 and 68.18 percent. In the Efficiency treatment, the gender gap remains approximately constant across ages (Figure 3B) with efficiency concerns increasing for both genders.12

[Insert Figures 3A and 3B about here]

Our first set of results replicates most of the previous literature (Fehr et al. 2008, Blake and Rand 2010, Martinsson et al. 2011, Fehr et al. 2013), except that we find the opposite result than Almås et al. (2010) who observed a stronger concern for efficiency in male compared to female adolescents. Our results can be summed up as follows:13

**Result 1:** From 7 to 14 years old children, selfishness diminishes and efficiency concerns increase.

---

12 In the Efficiency treatment 26.47 percent of 7-8 years old males and 42.55 percent of 11 and 14 years old males prefer (5,7) to (5,5), while the corresponding percentage for females are 15 and 27.66 percent.
13 Our conclusions are confirmed by a set of Probit regressions that are reported in Table A in the on-line Appendix 4.
Result 2: Girls are more averse than boys to both advantageous and disadvantageous inequality but the gender gap in social preferences decreases with age.

4.2. Lying behavior and social preferences

In this section we analyze the lying behavior of children, first with respect to age and gender and, next, conditional on their other-regarding preferences. We restrict the analysis to the children who did not observe the shape corresponding to their preferred allocation option and thus had an incentive to lie by misreporting the observed shape. Among these 319 children (50 percent of the total sample), only 14.42 percent (N=46) lied to obtain their favored outcome. The fact that a large proportion of the participants reported the truth, independently on any preferences over outcomes, is consistent with the notion that most children are averse to lying. Interestingly, this percentage is close to those reported in a meta-analysis of psychological studies, indicating prevalence rates of 14.4 percent for teachers’ reports and 19.4 percent for parents’ reports (Stouthamer-Loeber 1986).

Deception and age.— Table 1 displays the distribution of lies by age group, with respect to the type of lie and with respect to multi-clicking on the random device. 12.75 percent of children at age 7-8 lied to get their preferred option; this is roughly 6 percentage points lower than the corresponding fraction of 9-10 year olds (19.20 percent) but this difference

---

14 This percentage is significantly higher than the percentage of children who misreported the observed shape among those who did observe the shape corresponding to their preferred option (3.46 percent, N=11) (p<0.001, normal approximation two sample test of equality of independent proportions, two-tailed, N=637, and this is true for each age category. While we acknowledge the possibility that children make errors when taking their decisions, the difference in these percentages suggests that children are more likely to misreport intentionally the observed shape when they do not get their preferred allocation option. One may also hypothesize that some children choose a fair allocation in the first part in order to appear fair in the eyes of the experimenter; in the second part, after observing the shape corresponding to the fair allocation option, they may decide to lie to get the selfish outcome, revealing their true preferences. This hypothesis is not confirmed by our data: 7 of the 11 children who observed their favorite outcome and did not report the true outcome are children who chose a self-regarding allocation in the first part but lied in order to implement the efficiency oriented or the more altruistic option in the second part (i.e. the 5-7 option in the Efficiency treatment).
is not significant ($\chi^2$-test). In contrast, 9.78 percent of the 11 and 14 year olds lied. Although we cannot reject the null hypothesis that the three bars are not different from each other ($p=0.126$, Kruskal Wallis test, N=319), our data show that the 9-10 year olds are significantly more prone to lie than older children ($p=0.056$, $\chi^2$-test, N=217). Since the difference between age groups is not huge, replication is obviously needed to test the robustness of this finding, but this result is in line with the hypothesis developed in psychology by Talwar and Crossman (2011, p.168): “[…] it may be that the developmental trajectory of lying as a normative behavior follows an inverted “U-shaped” function. That is, children’s lie-telling might increase to a peak in elementary school, as their cognitive abilities develop and then decrease thereafter due to socialization processes of parents, peers, and others […].”

Next, we analyze whether lying behavior differs with respect to age categories because of children lying for different reasons at different ages or whether their attitude towards lying evolves.

[Insert Table 1 about here]  
**White and black lies in children.**— To study whether having a self- or an other-regarding preference affects children’s willingness to lie we consider two types of lies with respect to their consequences. White lies are defined as lies that benefit the other person and black lies as lies that harm the other part, but their characterization differs across treatments. In the Selfishness treatment, a black lie -untruthfully reporting the (7,3) preferred allocation option instead of the observed (5,5) option- provides a monetary benefit to the liar while reducing his partner’s payoff. In contrast, a white lie -untruthfully reporting the (5,5) preferred option when observing the (7,3) one- equalizes outcomes by diminishing the liar’s payoff and increasing the recipient’s payoff. In the Efficiency treatment, a black lie -
untruthfully reporting (5,5) instead of (5,7) decreases the other’s payoff while providing no monetary benefit to the liar. A white lie - untruthfully reporting (5,7) - increases the recipient’s payoff at no monetary cost for the liar. In the Altruism treatment, a black lie - untruthfully reporting (5,5) instead of (3,7) - increases the liar’s payoff at the expense of his partner, while a white lie - untruthfully reporting (3,7) - benefits the partner to the liar’s detriment.

Selfish and envious children are more likely to lie than other-regarding children. Indeed, in the Selfishness treatment, 20 percent of those who prefer (7,3) but observed the (5,5) option told a black lie, while only 4.84 percent of those who prefer (5,5) to the (7,3) option told a white lie ($p=0.014$, Fisher’s exact test, two-sided, $N=127$). In the Efficiency treatment, 18.63 percent of the envious children who did not observe their favorite option told a black lie while only 5.13 percent of those who prefer (5,7) lied to benefit their partner although such a white lie is free of monetary cost ($p=0.062$, Fisher’s exact test, two-sided, $N=141$). In the Altruism treatment, no altruistic child lies whereas 18.75 percent of those who prefer the (5,5) to the (3,7) option tell a black lie.

Although children’s concern for others’ payoffs develops with age, we find no statistical evidence of an evolution in white vs. black lie telling behavior with respect to age. Indeed, Table 1 indicates that across all age categories envy and selfishness are more likely to generate lies than other-regarding preferences. Among the youngest children who did not obtain their preferred option, 15.49 percent told black lies vs. 6.45 percent who told white lies. The corresponding percentages for the 9-10 year olds are 23.33 and 8.57 percent. These percentages are significantly different neither from the oldest children (white lies, $p=0.105$, Fisher's exact test, two-sided, $N=73$; black lies, $p=0.340$, $\chi^2$-test, $N=144$) nor from the youngest ones ($p=0.100$, Fisher's exact test, $N=66$; $p=0.261$, $\chi^2$-test, $N=161$,
respectively for white and black lies). At ages 11 and 14, 16.67 percent told a black lie and no one a white lie.

Finally, we find no significant difference between males and females lying behavior across all age levels. However, the direction of the effect is as predicted by Dreber and Johanessson (2008) for adults: 16.77% of boys and 12.10% of girls lied to get their preferred outcome ($p=0.246$; $\chi^2$-test, two-sided, $N=319$). When conditioning lying behavior on children’s other-regarding preferences, we observe that males are significantly more likely than females to tell black lies ($p=0.097$), which is consistent with the results by Dreber and Johanessson (2008). 23.58 percent of males but only 14.68 percent of females lied when preferring an equal sharing in the Efficiency and Altruism treatments or the (7,3) option in the Selfishness treatment ($p=0.097$, $\chi^2$-test, $N=215$). Figure 4 displays the frequency of black lies by gender with respect to age. Albeit not significant according to a Fisher’s exact test, boys at age 7-8 seem to be more likely than girls to tell black lies (22.86 percent vs. 8.33 percent); this difference disappears in the oldest children. In contrast, females tell more white lies than males but not significantly so (3.57 percent of males and 6.25 percent of females tell white lies; $p=0.660$; Fisher's exact test, two-tailed, $N=104$).

Deception and self-justification.—We expect older children, who possess higher deliberate cognitive resources to reason about their actions, to be more likely to need and search justifications for self-serving unethical behavior. To test this hypothesis, we analyze whether observing the shape corresponding to their preferred allocation option after clicking more than once modifies children’s ethical perceptions and their subsequent lying behavior.
First, we test whether multiple clicking simply reflects a learning/aging effect since this opportunity was not made common information. In fact, the oldest children are not significantly more likely to click more than once than the youngest group, except when they have an incentive to cheat. We find no difference across age categories when considering the entire sample (10.22, 11.20, 14.43 percent respectively for the 7-8, 9-10 and 11-14 years old children, \( p > 0.10 \)): All children have thus the same ability to click several times.

However, among the children who have not observed the shape corresponding to their preferred option at first, the likelihood of clicking again increases from 7-8 year old (10.78 percent) to 11 and 14 year old children (18.48 percent). Testing the hypothesis that older children are more prone than others to click several times on purpose, we find a significant difference (\( p = 0.064 \), two-sample proportion test, one-tailed). The fact that the propensity to click several times is correlated with not observing the figure corresponding to one’s favorite allocation suggests that multiple clicking is used as a lying strategy.

Next, we investigate whether the lying behavior depends on having observed or not the shape corresponding to the child’s preferred option after clicking more than once. Table 1 reports the distribution of liars depending on whether they clicked once or several times, by age category\(^{15}\). Among those children who lied, 76.92 percent of the 7-8 year olds misreported the observed shape without clicking again, or, in case they clicked more than

\(^{15}\) Table 1 reports the percentage of children who lie after activating several times the random device until observing their favorite outcome (“lie with self-justification”) and the percentage of children who lie without activating several times the device or after several activations but without observing their favorite outcome (“lie without self-justification”). If we consider the children who lie after multi-clicking vs. those who lie directly, percentages are slightly different (76.92, 58.33 and 11.11 percent of, respectively, the 7-8, 9-10 and 11 and 14 year old children who misreported the observed shape without clicking again) since those who multi-clicked did not necessarily lie: it depends on whether they have observed their preferred shape after multi-clicking or not.
once, without ever observing their preferred shape. This percentage decreases to 66.67 for the 9-10 year olds and to 22.22 for the 11 and 14 year olds (a Fisher’s exact test confirms a significant difference in behavior when comparing the older group with both 7-8 and 9-10 years old children, \(p=0.047\) and \(p=0.027\), respectively). Thus, the great majority of older children lied only after having observed their preferred shape when clicking more than once, which is not the case for younger children.\(^{16}\) This may capture two effects: \(i\) older children may have more cognitive resources than younger children to elaborate a strategy using multiple clicking to justify their lie, and \(ii\) they may need more self-justification to preserve their image, which would lead them to be more willing to use this strategy.\(^{17}\) We acknowledge that our design does not allow us to disentangle between these two dimensions, however our study sheds light on when individuals become concerned about feeling honest while distorting the truth.\(^{18}\)

**Econometric analysis.**— Table 2 reports Probit regressions in which the dependent variable is the decision to misreport the first observed shape when this shape does not correspond to the preferred allocation option. Five models have been estimated on the pooled data from the three treatments. In model (1), the only independent variable is an other-regarding

\(^{16}\) Note that if younger children were not cognitively able to elaborate a conscious deceptive strategy based on multiple clicks, our results would possibly underestimate the youngest children’s willingness to lie and the age difference in the probability to lie.

\(^{17}\) The most relevant study supporting the fact that older children need more self-justification for lying is Bussey (1999). She examined 4-8-11 years old children’s anticipatory evaluative reactions to lies when evaluating vignettes with characters telling white/black lies or telling the truth (i.e. “How would (the vignette character) feel about (herself/himself) for having said (state lie/truth)?”). Anticipated regulatory control was more advanced for the 8- and 11-year-olds, who expected both self-approval for truth-telling and self-disapproval for lying. Studying children’s need for moral justification, Bandura et al. (1996) define moral disengagement as a process of moral justification where detrimental conduct is made personally and socially acceptable through cognitive reconstrual. In a meta-analysis, Gini et al. (2014) found a positive correlation between such moral disengagement and aggressive behavior among children and youth, with a larger effect for adolescents than for children. However, aggressive behavior may differ from lying.

\(^{18}\) This evidence also suggests that older children do not lie less because they would be more suspicious in their relationship with the IT technology: if more worried than younger children about being monitored via the technology, they should have lied less even after observing their preferred shape when clicking multiple times.
choice in the first stage. This dummy variable takes value 1 if the child expressed other-regarding preferences and 0 otherwise (i.e. (7,3) in the Selfishness treatment or (5,5) in the other treatments). In model (2), the independent variables also include the age categories, with the older children as the reference category. Model (3) augments model (2) by including both a female dummy variable and an interaction term between gender and other-regarding preferences to capture a possible specific influence of social preferences on females compared to males. Model (4) adds a self-justification variable to model (3). This dummy variable takes value 1 if the child observed his preferred shape only after clicking several times. It is equal to 0 if the child either clicked once or clicked several times but without observing his preferred shape. Finally, model (5) augments model (4) by including interaction terms between the self-justification variable and age categories. Table 2 reports marginal effects.

[Insert Table 2 about here]

All models confirm that holding other-regarding preferences reduces the children’s willingness to misreport the truth. In contrast, children prefer to equalize payoffs by lying to avoid the other’s payoff exceeding their own (5,7 or 3,7) and they are prone to renounce to equal sharing if lying maximizes their own outcome (7,3). Model (2) confirms that children aged 9-10 are more likely to lie than older children. Model (3) indicates that the impact of gender on the probability to lie depends on whether the child has self- or other-regarding preferences: selfish girls are less likely to misreport the truth than boys. In contrast, combining this coefficient with that of the interaction term female*other-regarding preferences reveals that other-regarding girls are more prone to tell lies than boys. Finally, model (4) shows the strong influence of multi-clicking to make one’s favorite shape appear on lying behavior.
We sum up our main findings as follows:

**Result 3:** Children exhibit a strong lying aversion.

**Result 4:** In our sample, deception seems to follow a hump-shaped profile across age categories. In addition to a lower proneness to lie - even when a lie could increase the recipient’s payoff at no personal cost - older children are more likely to use strategies that may give them a self-justification to lie, compared to younger children.

**Result 5:** Selfish and envious children are more likely to lie than other-regarding children. Black lies from selfish children are more frequent than white lies from other-regarding children.

**Result 6:** The gender gap in black lies already exists in childhood: compared to boys, girls are less prone to tell selfish back lies and more prone to tell non-selfish lies.

5. CONCLUSION

Important developmental changes occur in children between the ages of 7 and 14. On entering school, social comparisons and interactions with peers become prominent dimensions of a child’s development: through aging, children progressively internalize other-regarding preferences. In early adolescence, children become more concerned about efficiency and are more likely to be generous with others. Children progressively base their choices not only on personal gain but also on how their actions will benefit or hurt others. Together with the development of other-regarding preferences, children develop the cognitive ability to lie but also moral reasoning. Although children are taught that lies are morally inappropriate, they may learn that deceit, in some contexts, can be considered as morally acceptable, if lying avoids others being harmed.

We have designed an experiment that allows us to observe both the social preferences of children and their lying behavior. We find that the majority of liars are children who initially expressed selfish preferences and who violated moral rules to satisfy their desire for personal gain or for reasons of envy.
The evidence presented in this paper suggests that lying behavior does not increase linearly with age and rather seems to follow a hump-shaped time path from middle childhood to early adolescence. This evolution is consistent with the hypothesis that two main forces are driving it. First, older children develop stronger social preferences than those in middle childhood and stronger social preferences are associated with a lower likelihood of lying, even when a lie could benefit the partner at no personal cost. Second, older children are more able and/or more willing than younger ones to develop strategies that allow them to build a self-serving justification when pursuing their self-interest by lying. When aging, the development of internal evaluative reactions leads children to expect self-disapproval when disregarding their internalized moral standards (Bussey 1999). This concern for self-image in dishonesty has been observed in adults (Mazar et al. 2008, Shalvi et al. 2011, Ariely 2012, Fischbacher and Föllmi-Heusi 2013). With our preliminary results, we suggest that this search for self-justification may emerge in late childhood. However, while the pattern of the evolution of social preferences in childhood has been replicated several times, more replication work is needed on the evolution of children’s ethical behavior.

We also show that black lies by selfish children are more frequent than white lies by other-regarding children. Children who hold other-regarding preferences are less prone to lie than selfish children for the following possible reasons. A first reason is that children learn at the same time the importance of both ethical and social norms. This may explain why efficiency concerned children are less prone to lie than others although their own payoff is kept constant regardless of their reported option. A second related reason is that other-regarding preferences have been shown to develop later in childhood, thus their role in affecting children’s behavior may be weaker with respect to self-regarding preferences.
Third, the cost of lying is higher for those children holding social preferences. In particular, when they face the less generous option instead of their preferred option, lying requires more effort for other-regarding children than for selfish children. Indeed, it implies not only betraying the moral norm of honesty but also resisting for the second time the temptation of an increased personal payoff. Selfish children who observe the generous option have only to break the ethical norm.

Finally, choosing a fair sharing in the first stage may be part of an image-building strategy. It may then be easier to manage self-image if, after having chosen a fair sharing, the random device gives the child a higher payoff, rather than for a child who behaved selfishly in the first stage. The current design does not allow us to discriminate between these different explanations. This would probably require eliciting directly the children’s norms against white and black lies instead of considering that the perception of norms is reflected in actual behavior. Since asking children to report their beliefs on what others think and what others would do in the same situation would have made our experiment too complicated, we leave this to further investigation.

Overall, we observed a lower propensity to lie in children at all ages compared to most studies on adults. While this evidence is consistent with the hypothesis of pure lying aversion, it may simply suggest that most children view rules as moral absolutes. Although we guaranteed complete privacy in decision-making, we acknowledge, however, that conducting the experiment in schools where respect for rules is important could lead to underestimation of children’s propensities to lie, since the environment may influence the decision to behave honestly or not, as shown by Abeler et al. (2014). To reconcile the

19 We thank an anonymous reviewer for suggesting this explanation.
decreasing propensity of lying in children when aging with the higher prevalence of lies in adults, it is suggested that adolescents and young adults learn to develop strategies that allow them to cheat while maintaining their self-image, like using self-deception or moral hypocrisy. The development of self-deception with age in relationship with social preferences would be an interesting extension of this paper.
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FIGURES AND TABLES

FIGURE 1. SCREENSHOT AND REPORTING SHEET IN STAGE 2

Note: The figure on top displays an example of the screenshot used in the second stage of the experiment. The figure at the bottom represents the reporting sheet that children had to fill out after making a shape appear on their computer screen.
FIGURE 2. FREQUENCY OF EGALITARIAN CHOICES ACROSS AGE GROUPS

Notes: In the Selfishness treatment, the frequency of egalitarian choices increases with age. In the Efficiency treatment, where the alternative option allows children to augment other’s payoff at no cost, the 11-14 year olds are more prone to renounce to share points equally. In the Altruism treatment, most children choose the egalitarian allocation independently of age groups. Error bars illustrate standard errors (SEM).
FIGURE 3. GENDER DIFFERENCES IN EGINITARIAN CHOICES

Notes: The solid lines represent the percentages of egalitarian choices of females; the dashed lines represent
the corresponding percentages for males. In the Selfishness treatment (A) the choice is between (5,5) and
(7,3) whereas in the Efficiency treatment (B) the choice is between (5,5) and (5,7). (A) shows that boys
become less selfish as they age; girls are more likely to share equally at all ages but the gap reduces at older
ages. (B) shows that both males and females develop a concern for efficiency as they age; the gender gap is
small but persistent.
FIGURE 4. LYING GENDER DIFFERENCES IN BLACK LIES

*Notes:* This figure displays the percentage of children by gender and age group who tell a lie that decreases the other’s payoff, among those who did not observe their preferred allocation option in the second part of the experiment. The dashed line is for males; the solid line is for females. Males are more likely to lie than females, but this difference disappears for older children.
## Table 1 – Summary Statistics - Lying Behavior

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7/8</td>
<td>9/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of</td>
<td>12.75 (13/102)</td>
<td>19.20 (24/125)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lies</td>
<td>15.49 (11/71)</td>
<td>23.33 (21/90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- share of black lie</td>
<td>6.45 (2/31)</td>
<td>8.57 (3/35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- share of white lies</td>
<td>23.08 (3/13)</td>
<td>33.33 (8/24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- lies with multi-clicking</td>
<td>76.92 (10/13)</td>
<td>66.67 (16/24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- lies without multi-clicking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: A “lie with self-justification” means that the subject has reported his preferred outcome after activating several times the random device until observing his favorite outcome. A “lie without self-justification” means that the subject has reported his preferred outcome without activating several times the random device or after several activations but without observing his/her favorite outcome.
**Table 2—Children’s Lying Behavior**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Other-regarding preferences</td>
<td>-0.143***</td>
<td>-0.137***</td>
<td>-0.179***</td>
<td>0.152***</td>
<td>0.148***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-8 year olds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.157**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.04)</td>
<td>(0.041)</td>
<td>(0.055)</td>
<td>(0.077)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-10 year olds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.082*</td>
<td>0.084*</td>
<td>0.122***</td>
<td>0.159***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.050)</td>
<td>(0.049)</td>
<td>(0.047)</td>
<td>(0.066)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.070*</td>
<td>-0.068*</td>
<td>-0.063*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.040)</td>
<td>(0.036)</td>
<td>(0.034)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female * Other-regarding pref.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justification with multi clicking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justification * 7-8 year olds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justification * 9-10 year olds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of observ.</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log-pseudolikelihood</td>
<td>-124.808</td>
<td>-123.177</td>
<td>-121.486</td>
<td>-99.390</td>
<td>-97.331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudo R²</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wald test</td>
<td>9.25</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>5.59</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>2.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>($\chi^2$, p-value)</td>
<td>(&lt;0.01)</td>
<td>(0.17)</td>
<td>(0.061)</td>
<td>(&lt;0.01)</td>
<td>(0.25)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** This Table presents the marginal effects in Probit regressions. The dependent variable is the decision to lie. Standard errors adjusted for 34 clusters (class) appear in parentheses. ***, ** and * indicate significance at the 1 percent level, at the 5 percent level and at the 10 percent level, respectively.
On-line Appendix 1 - Experimental instructions *(translated from Italian)*

1. Introduction

Hi everybody! How are you? *(children answer)* My name is Valeria, this is Daniela and this is Giulia. First of all, thanks a lot for letting us come to your school today. It is really nice to be here. Today we are going to play a simple game! Only children whose parents have signed the consent form will participate in the game. If your parents have not signed the consent form, please stay quiet. You are free to not participate in the game if you do not want to, just raise your hand and wait.

2. Identification

First of all, you will randomly pick a tag with a random number on it, because it is too difficult for us to remember all your names! Please, attach your number to your shirt. You are not allowed to change your number with others. Please keep this number with you until the end of the game.

*Each child picks a number from a bag.*

Are you ready? If you do not understand something of this explanation, do not worry: before playing the game I will individually explain to each participant the rules of the game one more time. I will then privately answer all your questions.

3. Explanations of the rules to the class

Let’s start by explaining the rules of the game. Please pay attention and be quiet! In this game you will have the possibility to earn some tokens that you can exchange at the end of the experiment for pencils, shokky-bandz, etc.

*An assistant shows the ‘prizes’ to children (see Figure S5).*

As you can see, there are enough pencils, shokky-bandz, etc. for everybody. Obviously, the more tokens you have, the more things you can get.

This game consists of two parts and you will get the tokens you have earned in just one of these two parts: this part will be randomly selected at the very end of the game. Which part to consider in order to give you the tokens DOES NOT DEPEND on the choices you will take, it is completely random.

Now, I am going to explain you the first part of the game: please pay attention and be quiet. If you have any questions I will answer them privately and individually before playing the game.

This game is played in pairs. You are going to be randomly paired with one of your classmates. You will never know which child is your partner in this game.

Remember that you **cannot choose** your partner, s/he will be chosen at random.

You will play this game one by one, using a computer. Do not worry, this game is really simple, and if you have any doubts, I will answer all your questions before you play it!

In the first part of the game, you have to make a decision: you have to decide how to divide 10 tokens between yourself and your partner. You will take this decision alone, and your parents, your classmates, your teachers will never know what was your choice, not even at the end of the game. One by one, you will leave the classroom, go to another room and make your decision by clicking on the computer screen.
This is what you will see on the computer:

An assistant shows the following poster showing the screenshot for the first part of the game. As you can see, there are two possible ways to allocate the tokens between you and the other kid: the option on the left-hand side and the option on the right-hand side. The option on the left-hand side will give to you and to the other kid the same amount of tokens, that is 5, whereas the right-hand side option will give 5/7/3 tokens to you and 7/3 tokens to the other kid. You have to tick the option you prefer by clicking on it. After you have ticked your preferred option, you have to click on the “done” button and wait. Remember that there are no correct or incorrect choices, just choose the option that you prefer.

You will take this decision alone. The other children, the teacher, your friends and your parents will never know what was your choice. Remember that your choice is private, so you are not allowed to speak about it until the very end of the game.

The explanation of the first part of the game is finished…as you have seen, it is a very simple game!

If you have not understood what you have to do, do not worry, before playing the game I am going to individually explain to you the rules of the first part of the game and I will answer all your questions.

Let’s start with the second part of the game! Are you ready? Please remember that you are going to get only the tokens you have earned in only one of the two parts of the game: this part will be randomly selected!

After you have clicked on your preferred allocation choice and on the “done” button in the first part of the game, the second part of the game begins. In the second part of the game you will firstly see this screen.

An assistant shows the following poster showing the screenshot for the second part of the game

As you can see, this screen asks you to click on the “APPEAR” button in order to make a picture appear. Which picture? A sun or a star! As you click on this “APPEAR” button you will see a sun or a star. In the computer there are as many suns as stars, so you will see one of the two at random. Some of you will see a star, some others will see a sun.

An assistant shows the sun and the star to the children.
Once you have seen the shape, you have to report which picture you have seen in this reporting sheet.

*An assistant shows the reporting sheet to the children.*

![Reporting Sheet Image]

As you can see, this reporting sheet is similar to the computer screen I have just shown you in the first part of the game. The only difference is that you have two pictures: a sun and a star, one for each of the two options.

If you tick that you have seen the star then both you and the other kid will receive 5 tokens, whereas if you tick you have seen the sun then you will receive 5/7/3 tokens and the other kid will receive 7/3 tokens.

After you have ticked one of the two options in the reporting sheet, you have to exit the game by clicking on the “EXIT” button; the “EXIT” button will close the computer screen. Each of you will tick one of the two options alone and the other children, the teacher, your friends and your parents will never know which option you ticked.
Once you have clicked on the exit button the screen will go grey and the game will be finished!

After that, you have to put the reporting sheet in the cardboard box and then come back to your classroom. As in the first part of the game, you are not allowed to speak about it until the very end of the game.

At the very end of the game, in order to give you the tokens, we will toss this coin in order to select randomly whether we will consider the decisions made in the first part of the game or the reporting sheets you put in the cardboard box in the second part of the game.

As you can see, in these two bags – a white and a black bag – we have all your numbers: numbers in the white bag are paired with numbers in the black bag. Since all of you have participated in the game, at the end of the experiment we will select randomly between one of the two bags and will distribute the tokens according to the choices these children made.

Remember, however, that you will never know the identity of your partner.

If you do not understand what you have to do, don’t worry, before playing the game I am going to individually re-explain to you the rules of the first and the second parts of the game and I will answer all your questions.

Let’s start with the game! You can come into the room next door, one by one, and play the game with us. Giulia will call out numbers and when you hear your number it’s your turn to play. Giulia will take you to me, where you will play the games. When you are finished the games, you can go back to the classroom and carry on drawing. It’s really important to us that you do not talk about the game until all the kids have played. We really want you to follow this rule!

4. Children play the game

One assistant calls out the next number and fills in name, surname and number of the child on a table. Each odd numbered child is matched with an even numbered child.

Individual explanation of the rules of the game

Hi! Now I shall explain to you the rules of the game. If you have any questions, please ask me, I shall be happy to answer them all!

In this game you will be paired up with one of the children in your class. You will never know the identity of the other kid, and the other kid will never know your identity, not even at the end of the game. You have to decide how to divide some tokens between yourself and the other kid.

In the first part of the game, you have to choose between two allocation options and you have to click on the one that you prefer. If you tick the left-hand side option, then both you and the other kid will receive 5 tokens; if you tick the right-hand side option then you will receive 7/5/3 tokens whereas the other kid will receive 3/7 tokens. Your friends, your teacher, your classmates and your parents will never know what you chose.

Is it clear? Do you have questions?

After you have clicked on your preferred choice you have to click on the “Done” button. The first part of the game is finished.

In the second part of the game, you have to click on the “Appear” button to make a sun or a star appear. After you have seen the picture, you have to report it on this reporting sheet.
The child is given a reporting sheet, with his/her own number on it.

If you report the sun, then you and the other kid will both receive 5 tokens; if you report the star then you will receive 7/5/3 tokens whereas the other kid will receive 3/7 tokens. After you have reported the appeared shape in the reporting sheet, you have to click on the EXIT button to exit the game and close the video screen. Finally, you have to put your reporting sheet in the cardboard box.

Your friends, your teacher, your classmates and your parents will never know which option you ticked.

Remember that you will receive the tokens according to the decisions you make either in the first or in the second part of the game, and this will be random.

Is it clear? Do you have questions?

5. Distribution of the ‘prizes’, after all children have played the game

After all kids have played the game, one assistant tosses a coin to determine whether children will be paid according to the choices made in the first or in the second part of the game. The coin is tossed again to determine whether children will be paid according to the choices made by the children whose number is contained in the white bag or by the children whose number is contained in the black bag.

Now that all the children have played the game, we will tell each of you how many tokens you have won and we will exchange them for what you want, according to this rule:

The following exchange rule is written on the blackboard.

3 tokens: you can get 1 colored pen/pencil or 1 packet of stickers or 5 shokky-bandz.

5 tokens: you can get 2 colored pens/pencils or 2 packets of stickers or 10 shokky-bandz. You can also mix the prizes and get 1 pen/pencil and 1 packet of stickers or 1 packet of stickers and 5 shokky-bandz, etc.

7 tokens: you can get 3 colored pens/pencils or 3 packets of stickers or 1 packet of shokky-bandz. You can also mix the prizes and get 1 colored pen/pencil, 5 shokky-bandz and 1 packet of stickers or 2 packets of stickers and 5 shokky-bandz, etc.

When I call your number please come here: I will tell you how many tokens you have won so that you can choose the prize you want.

Once you get the prize, please put it in your schoolbag and keep quiet.

6. Individual distribution of the prize

Hi, you have won 3/5/7 tokens! You can get these items, what do you want? Do you like the prize?

7. End of the experiment

Thank you very much for participating in this game! We really enjoy our staying! Now you will continue your lesson with Professor xxx. Please, remember not to talk with the others about the game! Bye bye!
On-line Appendix 2. The decision-making environment

*Note:* This picture shows the experimental set up in the decision room: a computer, the reporting sheet and the cardboard box.
On-line Appendix 3. Prizes in the experiment

*Note:* This picture shows the prizes that children could get in exchange for the earned tokens: stickers, colored pens and pencils, “shokky-bandz”.
On-line Appendix 4 – A Probit analysis of the determinants of other-regarding preferences

To complement our non-parametric analysis of the influence of age, gender and treatments on children’s choices, we ran Probit regressions in which the dependent variable is the binary choice of the egalitarian option (5,5) in the first stage of the game. We control for the potential role of similar characteristics of child’s classmates by clustering errors at the class level. In these regressions we pool data from the Selfishness and the Efficiency treatments. We exclude the data from the Altruism treatment because there is almost no variation in decisions.

In model (1), the only independent variable is the Selfishness treatment. This variable takes value 1 if the child participated in the Selfishness treatment, and 0 if he participated in the Efficiency treatment. In model (2), we add age categories. These variables are dummy variables. We interact each age category with the Selfishness treatment variable. Since the omitted category is the 11 and 14 years old children who participated in the Efficiency treatment, the 7-8 and 9-10 years old variables measure the age trends in choosing the egalitarian choice in the Efficiency Treatment. Finally, the interaction terms between the Selfishness treatment and each age category measure the differences in the probability of choosing the egalitarian choice between the Selfishness and the Efficiency treatments in each age category versus the difference in the oldest children. In model (3), we include a female dummy variable and an interaction term between the treatment and the gender variables. Finally, model (4) includes all the previous independent variables. Table A displays marginal effects.

| Table A — Role of children’s age and gender on other-regarding preferences |
|--------------------------------------------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|
| Selfishness treatment (ST)                      | (1)         | (2)         | (3)         | (4)         |
|                                                  | (0.056)     | (0.106)     | (0.078)     | (0.119)     |
| 7-8 year olds                                   | -0.167 ***  | -0.017      | -0.205 **   | -0.052      |
|                                                  | (0.056)     | (0.106)     | (0.078)     | (0.119)     |
| 9-10 year olds                                  | -0.050      | -0.058      |             |             |
|                                                  | (0.097)     | (0.095)     |             |             |
| 7-8 year olds * ST                              | -0.324 **   | -0.323*     |             |             |
|                                                  | (0.158)     | (0.160)     |             |             |
| 9-10 year olds * ST                             | -0.183      | -0.204*     |             |             |
|                                                  | (0.125)     | (0.125)     |             |             |
| Female                                           | 0.135**     | 0.132**     |             |             |
|                                                  | (0.063)     | (0.065)     |             |             |
| Female * ST                                     | 0.069       |             | 0.069       |             |
|                                                  | (0.092)     | (0.094)     |             |             |
| # observations                                  | 525         | 525         | 525         | 525         |
| Log pseudo-likelihood                           | -338.485    | -333.827    | -330.563    | -325.879    |
| Pseudo R²                                        | 0.023       | 0.036       | 0.046       | 0.059       |
| Wald test statistic                             | 15.6        | 5.3         | 12.35       | 15.87       |
| ($\chi^2$, p-value)                             | (<0.01)     | (0.26)      | (<0.01)     | (<0.05)     |

Note: ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1 percent, 5 percent and 10 percent level, respectively.

Model (1) shows that children are less likely to choose the egalitarian option when the alternative option allows them to increase their own payoff instead of the other’s one. Model (2) reveals that this effect is mainly due to the youngest children. Indeed, the interaction term 7-8 year olds*Selfishness treatment measures the difference in the probability of choosing the egalitarian
choice between the Selfishness and the Efficiency treatments in the youngest group versus the difference in the oldest children: a negative coefficient means that the difference between the Selfishness treatment and the Efficiency treatment declines with age, i.e. as children become older, they choose less often the (5-5) option in the Efficiency treatment and more often the (5-5) option in the Selfishness treatment. Model (3) indicates that girls are significantly more prone than boys to share tokens equally, independently on the available alternative option. As shown by the insignificant interaction term between the Selfishness treatment and gender in models (3) and (4), the impact of children’s gender on the probability to choose the egalitarian option is the same regardless of the treatment.